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punjabi english english punjabi dictionary k k goswami - i read the gurmukhi script and finding a word in panjabi was
really easy but i found that the balance was not good 11 000 words from panjabi to english and 14 000 from english to
panjabi, urdu english english urdu dictionary phrasebook - urdu is the national language of pakistan one of the official
languages of india and it is spoken in the neighboring regions of afghanistan nepal and bangladesh, wagmob com simply
better learning and training - golearningbus is wagmob s saas product for school college and professional learning and
training learn more at golearningbus com golearningbus a complete educational journey school college professional life with
more than 50 languages for only 9 99 for a lifetime, i miss you wiktionary - an expression of sorrow or sadness about the
absence of a family member close friend lover or spouse, itranslate translator on the app store itunes apple com itranslate is the leading translation and dictionary app easily translate text websites or start voice to voice conversations in
over 100 languages, best language websites university of northern iowa - god can see a black ant walk on a black
stone in a black night willie nelson sings back to the start a fun animated video coldplay s haunting classic the scientist is
performed by country music legend willie nelson for the soundtrack of the short film entitled back to the start, my hovercraft
is full of eels in many languages omniglot - my hovercraft is full of eels in many languages jump to phrases this phrase is
used in a sketch about a badly translated english hungarian phrasebook from the british tv comedy show monty python s
flying circus there s a video of the sketch on youtube and a transcript on this site, google translate on the app store
itunes apple com - fixed an issue that prevented the clear translation history button from functioning take a picture to
translate more languages arabic bengali gujarati hindi kannada malayalam marathi nepali punjabi tamil telugu thai
vietnamese google translate is now a form of augmented
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